AKC® Lure Coursing Test/Trial Result Book Directions

Proper completion of the Judges Book for your event will ensure the timely processing of results and the issuing of certificates.

Please note the following important information:

- The number of entries and the number of hounds that actually started must be listed individually in the spaces provided on the top right of the score sheets.

- Record sheets should be completed on the left side after the trial is completed. Also mark the Best of Breed and Best in Field winners in the space on the left side of the record sheet.

- A separate record sheet must be filled out for:
  1. JC Test
  2. QC Test
  3. Open Stake
  4. Specialty Stake
  5. Veteran Stake

- A separate record sheet must be filled out for Best in Field, listing all the Best of Breed winners, including of the hounds that did not compete in Best in Field.

- Assemble the Coursing Trial Results Book in the following order:
  Secretary’s Report (JFSEC2)
  Cover Page (JEBK01)
  Score Sheets (JERSC3) [one for each class, plus one for BIF]
  Testing Record Sheets [separate sheets for JC and QC]

- Coursing Trial Results must be sent to The American Kennel Club so as to reach its office within seven (7) days after the close of the event:
  The American Kennel Club
  Attn: Performance Events
  P.O. Box 900051
  Raleigh, NC 27675-9051

- Judges sheets must be signed by the judges and retained by the club for one year.